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Chenming Dong, a native and citizen of China, petitions for review of the
Board of Immigration Appeals’ (“BIA”) order dismissing his appeal from the
immigration judge’s decision denying his application for asylum and withholding
of removal. Our jurisdiction is governed by 8 U.S.C. § 1252. We review for
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substantial evidence the agency’s factual findings, applying the standards
governing adverse credibility determinations created by the REAL ID Act.
Shrestha v. Holder, 590 F.3d 1034, 1039-40 (9th Cir. 2010). We deny in part and
dismiss in part the petition for review.
Substantial evidence supports the BIA’s adverse credibility determination
based on inconsistencies regarding the number of times Dong’s wife was pregnant,
Dong’s shifting testimony regarding his corroborative evidence, and discrepancies
and/or implausibilities in his account of his wife’s coerced divorce, their living
“secretly” together in their house for five years, and their subsequent remarriage.
See id. at 1048 (adverse credibility finding reasonable under the totality of the
circumstances). We lack jurisdiction to consider Dong’s contention that he did not
have an opportunity to explain how he and his wife lived together in secret after
their divorce because he did not raise it before the BIA. See Barron v. Ashcroft,
358 F.3d 674, 677-78 (9th Cir. 2004) (court lacks jurisdiction to review claims not
raised to the agency). Dong’s explanations regarding other findings do not compel
a contrary result. See Lata v. INS, 204 F.3d 1241, 1245 (9th Cir. 2000).
In the absence of credible testimony, Dong’s asylum and withholding of
removal claims fail. See Farah v. Ashcroft, 348 F.3d 1153, 1156 (9th Cir. 2003).
PETITION FOR REVIEW DENIED in part; DISMISSED in part.
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